Graduate Representatives:
Norris Ng, Cheung Ting Kwok (Paul)

Membership Officer:

Treasurer:

The third board members of the HKUST CEEAA were elected and are listed below:

JP Wang

03 – 06 Site Engineer, China Harbour Engineering Company Limited
09 – 01 Graduate Engineer, China Harbour – CWF Joint Venture
99 – 99 Project Coordinator, Flourcity Architectural Limited
96 – 99 BEng. HKUST

A dinner gathering celebrating the AGM, the 3rd Board was formed and the department’s yearbook was published. A special feature was the CEEAA Annual General Meeting and Facebook Group: Activities and a stronger bonding among our students were prepared for another Golden Year.

The year 2012 will mark the 20th anniversary of our department. In order to mark this milestone, we are organizing a series of activities, including a series of lectures, a symposium, and a jakiś (IStructE) or the HKIE Structural Engineering Fellowship Award for Young Engineers.

Professor Christopher Leung was named Fellow of RILEM, the world’s leading international committee on concrete structures. This year, the Hong Kong Wind Characteristics Project was successful, and the senior and junior research prizes were presented to Prof. Kwok and Dr. Chen.

New Faculty Members:
Dr. Jing Chen

Dr. Tin Yau Ng

Dr. Tak Wah Cheung

Dr. Joseph Y. T. Yip

Professor Christopher Leung was named Fellow of RILEM, the world’s leading international committee on concrete structures. This year, the Hong Kong Wind Characteristics Project was successful, and the senior and junior research prizes were presented to Prof. Kwok and Dr. Chen.

Our PG team comprising Luk Sung Hei, Andrew Bicho, Paul Chan, and Yi Chen continued to perform well in the IDEERS competition. The CIVL PG Team won the Best Team Award for the second consecutive year, and one of our team members was awarded the Best Individual Award.

Our PG students completed their postgraduate studies in the summer, and the Postgraduate Students Alumni Association reviewed their effectiveness and impact on their future careers. The alumni association reviewed their effectiveness and impact on their future careers. The alumni association reviewed the effectiveness and impact on their future careers.

Professor Christopher Leung was named Fellow of RILEM, the world’s leading international committee on concrete structures. This year, the Hong Kong Wind Characteristics Project was successful, and the senior and junior research prizes were presented to Prof. Kwok and Dr. Chen.

The Senior and Junior Research Prizes are awarded by the HKIE (the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers) for outstanding contributions in various fields and disciplines. This year, the Two senior research prizes were given to Prof. Kwok and Dr. Chen, while the Junior Research Prize was given to Prof. Hu.

Some of our PG students have won the Institute of Highways and Transportation (IHT) Prize in the past years. In 2012, the Institute of Highways and Transportation (IHT) Prize was awarded to Prof. Kwok and Dr. Chen for their outstanding contributions to the field of traffic engineering.

Professor Christopher Leung was named Fellow of RILEM, the world’s leading international committee on concrete structures. This year, the Hong Kong Wind Characteristics Project was successful, and the senior and junior research prizes were presented to Prof. Kwok and Dr. Chen.

Popular Chogokin toys, e.g. (top, front row) the Daiku Maryu, (middle row) the YUKI, and (bottom row) the Combattler, have become quite popular in recent years. The toys were based on popular super-hero cartoons and TV shows, such as Ultraman, Godzilla, and Gigantor. They were designed by the Japanese toy company Bandai and produced in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Due to Prof. Hu’s fondness for these toys, his collection consists of 4 categories: (1) Chogokin, which includes the Daiku Maryu, YUKI, and Combattler; (2) Ultra Chogokin, which includes Ultra Seven, Ultra Q, and Ultra Monster; (3) Mecha Chogokin, which includes Grendizer, Getter Robo, and Machinder; and (4) Non-Chogokin, which includes kaiju monsters, robots, and other characters.

Professor Chen is among the second generation of Chinese students who have contributed significantly to the field of civil engineering. He has made a distinguished contribution to the field of water research and has won the Institute of Highways and Transportation (IHT) Prize in the past years.

Prof. Kwok successfully supervised the PhD student Yi Chen, who continued her studies in the field of traffic engineering. She has published several papers in this field and has been recognized for her contributions to the field.

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) is a public research university located in Clear Water Bay, Hong Kong. It was established in 1991 and has since become one of the leading universities in Asia. The university is known for its strong emphasis on research and innovation, and it has produced several Nobel laureates and other accomplished professionals.

As the surname suggests, Ilias comes from Greece, where he was born in 1987. In 2005, he graduated from HKUST with a degree in civil engineering. His research interests include structural engineering, bridge engineering, and life-cycle-cost analysis of civil infrastructures. He focuses on developing new methods for the analysis and design of civil structures.

Ilias’ research is on structural engineering, bridge engineering, and life-cycle-cost analysis of civil infrastructures. He focuses on developing new methods for the analysis and design of civil structures. His research has been funded by several government agencies and private companies. He has published several papers in this field and has been recognized for his contributions to the field.

Our PG team comprising Luk Sung Hei, Andrew Bicho, Paul Chan, and Yi Chen continued to perform well in the IDEERS competition. The CIVL PG Team won the Best Team Award for the second consecutive year, and one of our team members was awarded the Best Individual Award.

The year 2012 will mark the 20th anniversary of our department. In order to mark this milestone, we are organizing a series of activities, including a series of lectures, a symposium, and a some others. Also primarily made by Bandai. They came in various spin-off of Bandai. They came in various categories, including popular heroes, monsters, robots, and other characters. These toys were designed by the Japanese toy company Bandai and produced in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The year 2012 will mark the 20th anniversary of our department. In order to mark this milestone, we are organizing a series of activities, including a series of lectures, a symposium, and a some others. Also primarily made by Bandai. They came in various spin-off of Bandai. They came in various categories, including popular heroes, monsters, robots, and other characters. These toys were designed by the Japanese toy company Bandai and produced in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The year 2012 will mark the 20th anniversary of our department. In order to mark this milestone, we are organizing a series of activities, including a series of lectures, a symposium, and a some others. Also primarily made by Bandai. They came in various spin-off of Bandai. They came in various categories, including popular heroes, monsters, robots, and other characters. These toys were designed by the Japanese toy company Bandai and produced in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The year 2012 will mark the 20th anniversary of our department. In order to mark this milestone, we are organizing a series of activities, including a series of lectures, a symposium, and a some others. Also primarily made by Bandai. They came in various spin-off of Bandai. They came in various categories, including popular heroes, monsters, robots, and other characters. These toys were designed by the Japanese toy company Bandai and produced in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
There will be many new projects coming up in the civil engineering industry. Which one was the most significant benefits to society. In 2010, 34 IWA members were bestowed on those who have been elected a Fellow of the International Water Association (IWA) in recognition of his extraordinary contributions to worldwide activities. The third board members of the HKUST CEEAA were elected and are listed below: CHAM Shuk Wun and YIP Ka Yin together with other alumni. Please also plan. A dinner gathering celebrating the 20th anniversary of our department will be held. A wine tasting dinner is also scheduled. Anyone can attend. The Voltes V Boxsets are shown below, may now cost more than some others. Also primarily made by (The rest of Prof. Hu's toy collection will be covered in the next issue of the newsletter.)
News

He is now working as the Project Manager for a number of complex civil engineering projects in the Greater Hong Kong area, having gained over 12 years of experience on site construction and design. He has been involved in the planning, design, and construction of major infrastructure projects such as the West Kowloon Airport Express, the Hong Kong - Macau Bridge with the West Kowloon Highway, and the new PolyU Campus East Link. Through these projects, I have gained invaluable experience in leadership, team management, and problem-solving.

Through these projects, I have gained invaluable experience in leadership, team management, and problem-solving.

You have served as the President of the CEEAA for several years. You have been involved in the AGM, the 3rd Board was formed and 20 years of our department will be celebrated in 2012. In the 65th RILEM week, Prof. Christopher Leung received the RILEM Award for his significant contributions to the field of structural dynamics.

We have won the Institute of Highways and Transportation’s Award for our contribution to the industry.

First, do not be afraid of suffering and/or financial support. Ms. Sun is now working for a number of major construction companies and has gained significant experience in the industry. She has been involved in the planning, design, and construction of major infrastructure projects such as the West Kowloon Airport Express, the Hong Kong - Macau Bridge with the West Kowloon Highway, and the new PolyU Campus East Link. Through these projects, I have gained invaluable experience in leadership, team management, and problem-solving.

When we prepare for the traffic schemes and design of the road network, we found that the design of the road network is similar to the topology of the brain. In the judgment of their peers, have made a number of contributions to the field of civil engineering.

The fellowship program’s second batch of fellows have been produced. Due to Prof. Hu’s fondness for popular super-hero cartoons and TV shows, the 70s or 80s may remember some of the versions started appearing which could be too bulky to keep, and identical retro versions of selected Chogokin characters, e.g. (top, front row) the Daiku Maryu, (top left) vs. 12” figure (bottom left), versions of selected Chogokin characters, e.g. (top, front row) the Daiku Maryu, (top left) vs. 12” figure (bottom left), etc. Prof. Tung received the Distinguished Service Award from the HKIE Joint Structural Dynamics Committee.

The Institution of Structural Engineers (HKIE) is a professional body for structural engineers in Hong Kong. It promotes the professional development of its members and represents the interests of its members in the community.

Our PG team comprising Luk Sung Hei and Du Wenqi has won the Best PG Team prize for the second year in a row. As the name may suggest, toys in this range are versions of Chogokin characters such as the Chogokin vs. Soul of Chogokin. They are focused on the toy market, with a mix of Chogokin toys, e.g. (top, front row) the Daiku Maryu, (top left) vs. 12” figure (bottom left), etc.

New Faculty Members

Prof. Thomas Hu’s Toy Stories

During the 65th RILEM week, held in Greece. In 2010 Ilias left Greece to work for a year as a research fellow at the Department of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, in which he was supervised by Professor Kwok, in his research on structural dynamics (methodology of structural dynamics) and creative collaborations. His work has been published in several international journals and conferences.

In his research on structural dynamics, Ilias has focused on developing new methods for analyzing the behavior of structural systems, with particular emphasis on earthquake engineering. His work has contributed to the development of advanced computational techniques for predicting the response of structures to seismic loads.

His research has also helped to advance the understanding of the role of structural dynamics in earthquake engineering, with a focus on the development of new approaches for predicting the behavior of structures under seismic loads. Ilias’ research is on structural engineering, bridge engineering, and the development of innovative solutions for the design and construction of complex civil engineering projects.

The Senior and Junior Research Prizes are awarded to the best papers presented at the Structural Dynamics Conference. These prizes are sponsored by the Institution of Structural Engineers and the RILEM Structural Dynamics Committee.

In the summer, 119 undergraduate students graduated from the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Our department’s tradition with respect to student summer opportunities and internships continues. Our undergraduate students have been involved in a wide range of projects, including design, construction, and research.

Our PG team comprising Luk Sung Hei and Du Wenqi has won the Best PG Team prize for the second year in a row. As the name may suggest, toys in this range are versions of Chogokin characters such as the Chogokin vs. Soul of Chogokin. They are focused on the toy market, with a mix of Chogokin toys, e.g. (top, front row) the Daiku Maryu, (top left) vs. 12” figure (bottom left), etc.

Our PG team comprising Luk Sung Hei and Du Wenqi has won the Best PG Team prize for the second year in a row. As the name may suggest, toys in this range are versions of Chogokin characters such as the Chogokin vs. Soul of Chogokin. They are focused on the toy market, with a mix of Chogokin toys, e.g. (top, front row) the Daiku Maryu, (top left) vs. 12” figure (bottom left), etc.

Our PG team comprising Luk Sung Hei and Du Wenqi has won the Best PG Team prize for the second year in a row. As the name may suggest, toys in this range are versions of Chogokin characters such as the Chogokin vs. Soul of Chogokin. They are focused on the toy market, with a mix of Chogokin toys, e.g. (top, front row) the Daiku Maryu, (top left) vs. 12” figure (bottom left), etc.
Mun Swimming Pool Complex.
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was temporary closed during the mid-night
control. The most unforgettable project
site supervision, and schedule and budget
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different kind of projects in the civil,

Toy Stories
The program's second batch of fellows
were elected. Professor Chen is among
excellence of its members. The fellowship
2010 to recognize the professional
International Water Association

Kamen Rider and Mazinger Z, etc. Many
popular super-hero cartoons and TV
programs are in the market now. For
example, the “Kamen Rider” series of
shows which was started in 1971 has
an average audience of 20 million.

The Daltanious Boxset (robot, lion and
bird) and the Voltes V Boxsets, which
were first introduced in 1978 in Hong
Kong, are the loving toys of many
Chinese children.

In recent years, in response to public
requests, some old versions of popular
characters have become available again
in the market. These versions include:
(1) Chogokin (some cars could be
shot, and often had lights), (2) Jumbo
Machinder (big and expensive), and (3)
Combattler Base; bottom: Daiko Maryu)

Consultants:
Committee Members (Supporting):
Secretary: Derrick Leung
Vice Presidents: Ilias Dimitrakopoulos,
Jack Cheng

Department’s Update

New Faculty Members
Dr. Pan Hiu Shing

CIEAA Annual General Meeting and Facebook Group
The Facebook group for CEEAA includes
also be organized on 8 June 2012 (Friday).
20th anniversary of our department will
upcoming activities. A wine tasting dinner
the AGM, the 3rd Board was formed and

Annual General Meeting on 28 October,
and our EO (Executive Officer) Ms. Emily
Ma

In addition to around 400 undergraduate students, approximately 140
graduates?

Examination consists of two parts: (1)
Structural Examination taken in 2010. The
Grade was established in 1994, only 51
excellence and professional recognition.

The year 2012 will mark the 20th
anniversary of CEEAA. In the next issue of
the newsletter, we will publish more
information about the upcoming activities.

Ilias' research is on structural engineering, bridge engineering
and/or financial support. Ms. Sun
received offers from several top universities including MIT,
Stanford, CalTech, Purdue, and the
University of Illinois at
Engineering from the

Our PG team comprising Luk Sung Hei
and our EO (Executive Officer) Ms. Emily
Ma

Presentation Award First Prize

Recommended for the annual scholarship in March and February.

Professor Christopher Leung

Professor Hu’s Toy Stories
(a) Thomas has a black cat named "Buddy" who
(2) Thomas works at the University of Illinois at

Although the old versions are often
bought by collectors, they are sometimes
For example, the “Combattler Boxset”, as
shown below, may now cost more than

Effects Hong Kong.

Mr. Thomas Hu’s Toy Stories

Although the old versions are often
bought by collectors, they are sometimes
For example, the “Combattler Boxset”, as
shown below, may now cost more than
The design of the girder kinematics and the contingency plans for the road closure. Then I was given the chance to join the construction, the West Kowloon Highway.

The contract value of the project was about programming and coordination, the Hong Kong construction industry?

What construction projects a distinguished contribution to the excellence of its members. The fellowship awarded to recognize the professional extraordnary contributions to worldwide

memories of those good old days, he has shows from that era, such as Ultraman, the 70s or 80s may remember some future events of CEEAA.

A Facebook group for CEEAA has been organized a geological trip to Cape and our EO (Executive Officer) Ms. Emily Ma

Any advice to fresh CIVL

Share your joys and happiness with your fellow (top left) vs. 12" figure (bottom left)

Happy New Year to you all."

Prof. Tim Tse says, 'Merry Christmas and

Codlin Wong, the newborn baby boy of

Ir. Wai Yu Wong

For example, the "Combattler Boxset", as the price compared to just a few years ago. For example, the "Combattler Boxset", as the price compared to just a few years ago.

The price of some rare Chogokin toys has started to collect these in the early 90s. Some of them are:

(2) Jumbo Machinder (3) Combattler V

(2) Jumbo Machinder (3) Combattler V

His collection consists of 4 categories: (1)

He is interested in, amongst other things, the adaptive structural dynamics (EASD) in recognition of the application in structures. Since the Fellow

The remaining part of Prof. Hu’s toy collection will be covered in the next issue of the newsletter

Postgraduate Students Statistics (5%) as their major.

Welcome

Our 2011 UG graduate Ms. Hong Zhu and Mr. Woon Kai Xiang are awardees of the Institute of Highways and Transportation (IHT) Student Paper Award

Our department’s tradition with respect to student summer registration will be announced later.

Our 2011 UG graduate Ms. Hong Zhu and Mr. Woon Kai Xiang are awardees of the Institute of Highways and Transportation (IHT) Student Paper Award.
Bridge launching girder operations. The construction, the West Kowloon Highway was the Route 8 Ngong Shuen Chau site supervision, and schedule and budget programming and coordination. Through these projects, I have gained What construction projects Prof. Thomas Hu’s were elected. Professor Chen is among fellows from 15 countries and regions Program since it was launched in 2011. Professor Guanghao Chen has been elected a Fellow of the alumni association and suggested That alumni should join our Facebook Group http://www.facebook.com/groups/.

Send us photos of your wedding or newborns! The awardees with Prof. Hong K Lo CEng, MICE

University of Illinois at

Consultants: Committee Members (Supporting): Andy Chan, Kim Lui

Recreation and Development Officers: Secretary: Gigi Cheung, Jack Cheng

Editorial Board

We would like to congratulate Prof. Tim JP Wang

Management and Land Value. Transportation (IHT) Student Paper Award 2011

His collection consists of 4 categories: (1) Chogokin (2) Mazinger (3) Soul of Chogokin (4) Popy. Some of the old versions are rare and expensive. Thomas has bought a few of them, but now called the Soul of Chogokin series. The price of some rare Chogokin toys has never had the luxury of acquiring a Jumbo versions started appearing (which could Popy, they typically stand over two feet

Tze Ling enjoys reading movie spoilers on the Internet, but also, curiously, yoga and tango dancing. He has getting to know Hong Kong and its people. His hobbies include water quality policy modeling, water resources planning and management of urban water supply systems under environmental planning and management purposes. She graduated from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH), Greece. He is now Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH), Greece. He is now Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH), Greece.

One of our 2011 UG graduates, Ms. Emily Ma (our EO) presented in this newsletter, and the rest students completed their postgraduate studies in the summer, and postgrads on PhD programs and 31% on MPhil programs. 20 students. We thank our faculty for their great effort in this regard.
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As the surname suggests, Ilias comes from Greece, where he
required no assembly, came with many
sizes, ranging from a few inches tall to
nostalgia and an antique feel.

Ilias visited Asia for the first time last May during the interview
"Ah Wai" and family

"exceptional contribution to RILEM's
Association for the advancement of
Discipline. The HKIE Joint Structural

Dr. Ilias Dimitrakopoulos Dr. Tze Ling Ng

Dr. Ilias Dimitrakopoulos to the department!

Discipline (JSD) was formed by the HKIE
Materials.  The JSD Award was presented during the JSD

P.1 Words from the Head

Dr. Huanfeng Duan, who will graduate this year, has been awarded a
Hong Kong) scholarship 2011.

He is amazed
Ilias

We also welcome Dr. Ilias Dimitrakopoulos to the department!
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mathematical simulation and optimization models for
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